
 

 

”LET LIVE IN PEACE” 
 

HOSTAL SANTA CLARA ESTARTIT 

 

Does anybody have a niece  

(like a piece, portion or  

mandarin segment) 

  

how clever he wants to appropriate 

 the "inheritance my father promised me  

as his son?"          

 



 

 

 And that this father's granddaughter inciting  

him and soaping him, her grandfather, helps  

the father to go against his son,          

his granddaughter's uncle? 

 

If I had had this treatment or  

respect towards one of my uncles!  

In addition, according to the lawyer,  

she has told me that  

she has indirectly threatened to "evict me",  

where I have been living in this house of my parents 

 since it was built, approximately 35 years. 

 

 Do you think she is ashamed or not? 

 

Don't you think it is very miserable  

the way this granddaughter behaves,  

and her husband, her mother and  

all this environment coming to take advantage  

and try to usurp promised properties  

and make business out of this conflict situation,  

mistreated and the death of her father??? 

 

 



 

 

 

It is not ETHICAL, it is more typical  

of people who are not honest and without  

values, non-moral, 🎭 that some relatives  

manipulate 🎂🎁(and "lather")  an  

old 90-year-old man to leave  

the legitimate inheritance  

of an uncle, his son of that old man,  

to his granddaughter.  

 

This is called  

ABUSE,  

   

HARASSMENT  

   

o  

   

REAL ESTATE MOBBING  

   

or  

   

HERITAGE HARASSMENT. 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

"She is like "Mora's dog,  

that's falls in love  

with everything"  

(Catalan proverb). 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

*Since I was a child 

my father PROMISED 🤥 

me that for me it would be 

 the "such" property (shops).  

 

  

 

And not only once,  

But MANY TIMES.  

It was very clear !! 

 

 

*A first testament was  

made where there was 

 such a promise. ✍ 

  



 

 

 

*Later I had a DONATION 

 OF 22.5% of "such" property 

 or promise. 📃 

  

*In case it was not enough, 

 in a second testament or will,  

the same promise  

was embodied. ✍ 

 



 

 

 

But in the meantime with the  

arrival of the new neighbor  

who drinks, my brother's partner,  

abuse, discussions and conflicts arrive. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

And who has to pay for the "fuss"?  

Well, who doesn't make it.  

  

And the one of "good faith"  

left them and offered to take  

the place (bar cantonada),  

That should be a music store.  

 

 



 

 

   

 

 

 

 



 

 

My brother, after parting 

of the woman at Hostal Santa Clara  

(left son and daughter there  

– the granddaughter or niece),  

then he lived more than one or two  

years in this same "neighboring apartment  

 attached to our house,"with a girl from  

a farmhouse and with a child who had  

commented, that he was "very naughty" 

 and it wasn't like that ... 

 

 

(comment that the brother had a  

1st couple -of Santa Clara-  

with whom he had son and daughter  

-that granddaughter o niece-;  

later, a second couple this one from the 



 

 

 farmhouse and a 3rd last couple with whom he 

 had a daughter, this 3rd couple from outside was 

 the one that he originated all the trouble, 

 mistreatment, fights, noise, trouble, etc.)  

 

 

 Never at home with the 2nd partner  

no noise was heard,  

nothing of nothing of nothing,       

no voices, no screams and fewer blows, 

bumps, lurching, or daily dragging 

 furniture and beds, total for  

change a sheet and some blankets  

 (does she have to make such a fuss?)  

which did originate this 3rd couple        

new of the brother that he collected,  

and what brought so many and  

so many hassles !!?! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Of course she's from another culture  

(or without culture or no respect) from outside,  

and that the screams and blows of  

the fights, she beat him so the son  

(brother of the already deceased mistreated,  

Why did he die when he was only 60 years old?  

My father used to tell him: "this one  

-she- will end up killing you")       

I had to call the police            

(I was still helping her stop her). 👮 

        

   

She got drunk  🍻         

 and she made some "scandals            

of a movie", she cast him out  

from the apartment, she threw dishes at him,  

she yelled at him in the middle of the  

street, and, she also fought with  

other neighbors. 

 

 



 

 

 

  

The father at first was confronted with  

"this ordinary one" but having the  

brother with her a daughter,          

already at the end, finished by  

let them do what they want  

("LAISSEZ FAIRE" TOTAL).  

 

 



 

 

 

 

While, as a consequence  

not to fix the above,  

at home the father and son discussions  

for the fights, scandals, noise and  

few respect and education from him  

brother and his partner, that neighbors. 

 

                               

 

 

  



 

 

And that the father nothing  

he wanted to know and if you complained          

him from the trouble of these neighbors  

he still got pissed off and squabbled       

(he was a very bad blood). 

 

 Also the father was very  

rustic or rude, he came from agriculture,            

from peasant and he was very, ❌      

VERY DEAF and he didn't hear  

nor bark the different dogs         

that these neighbors had  

and how much they annoyed.  

A SERIOUS DEAFNESS.,  

 

     

 

   

 



 

 

 

On the other hand, the son who lived  

with his parents, he was a person  

trained, with a university degree,                       

master's degree, etc. and very sensitive                           

and little friend of rudeness,  

disrespect and hassles.  

He only wanted (and still wants):  

"LIVE IN PEACE."             

   

From work he dropped out, in total  

he had 4 major surgeries  

(from total anesthesia). 

 



 

 

  

 In addition to being an alcoholic and abusive,  

she’s a great "DRAGGER"  

and "LAUNCHER" of beds, furniture,  

chairs and other objects.  

 

  



 

 

I wouldn't mind if she didn't listen 

the noise in my bedroom                 

or lived somewhere else.  

But it's not like that.  

(and less being off work) 

  

It went from a "silence and  

absolute total calm "       

with the 2nd couple who had lived  

in the same place,  

to a "noised kaos and  

of terrifying conflicts. "       🤪       

  

To make a simple bed,  

That 3erd couple had and has to  

"MAKE IT SEE THAT IT WAS AND IS  

A GREAT WORKER", 

then,  

DRAG THE BED AND  

THROW IT, picks it up and  

move and drop it with all  

the force equals chairs, and so on. 

 



 

 

  

And although my bedroom  

stay in a room far away  

of the attached wall that separates  

both floors, it's HELL.       

  

For example, the daughter they had  

she got together with a Chinese girl and  

 they both jumped on the bed during hours.  

Outside the terrace they looked the  

broken bed bases. Worse than a nursery.                   

And let's not talk about the  

 dogs that had ...        

 

 



 

 

 

 

And between discussion and  

discussion by drunkenness and  

for a lot of more messes,  

"Mora's dog" appears.  

 

THE OPPORTUNITY OF 

TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF  

THE DISAGREEMENT  

...created by the "bottle-empty",  

and that the "Mora dog" takes  

advantage and fall in love with  

what I was promised (embodied in  

two testaments or wills and  

starting with a first donation).  

  

"OPPORTUNIST  

AND  INTERESTED",  

She's well portrayed  

(that from Santa Clara Hostal). 



 



 



 

 

 



For NOT having been  

an "INTERESTED" (and have looked  

only for me, without letting them take local  

and getting 100% of what he was promised)  

this WOULD NOT HAPPEN TO ME,  

I should have insisted on asking 100% him even  

in different years and donations, and  

NOW I WOULD NOT HAVE THESE  

PROBLEMS WITH THE FATHER AND  

NIECE OR GRANDDAUGHTER. 



 

 



This "father" to his son, 

forbids his mother to visit now in residence,               

one of many others misdeeds to  

"BE ABLE TO FOLLOW  

ABUSING AND MALTREATING."  

 Not only does it harm his son  

but also the mother emotionally,  

(because she is it that want)               

but that's how he acts with those inside home.  

“At the blacksmith's house  

wood knife".  



 

 Son that for being different from him,  

        sickly, he has cornered,  

indifferently treated,  

-> he has never ACCEPTED,  

always CRITICIZED,       

and now to ruin condemned, 

 



 

and that the GRANDDAUGHTER 

licking him and teasing him  

it has been well taken advantage of  

and so it is that THE SON THE INHERITANCE  

THEY HAVE ALSO SCAMMED,             

without fulfilling the father promise of what  

he had left to him son. 

 



It had been a long time since the father  

he was VERY DEAF than a wall  

so much of EAR as of     

 

The neighbors in an uproar  

(puppet brother 🧸 of a  

abusive drunk)  

screaming and rumbling,       

    when they weren't fighting,        

bed bases were bursting. 

 

 

 

 



Police up and down  

noises at all hours,  

thumps, clicks, thumps,  

shrill noise. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



The "gypsy" (as others say)  

to gulps getting drunk  

sneaking behind the bar  

(the police said she smelled like alcohol),  

and so the "illiterate"  

(as father told her) finally she, the  

MALTRAITER GOVERNED  

OR RULED,"           

 

 

 

 



and the father was shut up... 

 Curious: 

She is the mother of 3 children  

from 3 different parents  

(and only my brother caught,  

since with the same technique  

none of the others wanted  

know nothing about her, none  

willing to bear her)  

By the way, one of the sons (from rejected father) 

came to our house hitting the door and threatening  

death to my mother, already this my father should  

not have consented. I filed a complaint but the brother 

 and a policeman, both came to me to take it off and  

forgive and at the end I did, but it was a mistake  

and they advised me wrong).  

 

 



 

and the father ... was shut up. 

 

Maybe "he wasn't that also  

received (screams or hits) 

from that maltraiter woman" 

 



 

And the father of so DEAF  

"he did not hear" nor barking DOGS ",        🧸        

nor any deafening noise, 

 

 



 

       Unlike he fell asleep,                

with the VOLUME all the way up,        

        at the top, of the "television".        

 

You will not complain him 

for the noise that: 

 

     " "COMPLAIN  

        IT WAS HIM  

        DISTURB".            

 

VERY IMPORTANT! 

R-E-P-E-A-T: 

 

       " "COMPLAIN TO HIM 

IT WAS ANNOYING HIM"🧸 

 

 



So his son 

  "he never DEFENDED."               

 

 Unlike,  

NOT TO DEFEND,  

to MALTREAT. 🧸 

  

That's where the big mess arose  

TO BLAME THE VICTIM                    

WHO WAS COMPLAINING 

INSTEAD OF BLAMING SHE  

THE GUILTY WHO GOT DRUNK.      🧸 

 



 



 

 



Seeing the granddaughter that of the  

situation could take advantage,             

come play the game, lick               

and incite grandfather against  

his son innocent.         

 

 

 "And it’s that JUSTICE             

and its meaning never  

the father has got it. "  

and only impose him will      

he has sought. 



 

Always the "REASON” 🧠 

should he have,  

and always ready  

for anything DISCUSS,       

any opinion when saying,  

immediately he jumps at you  

to CONTRADICT, 



 

 

 



 

Without listening  

those inside the house,            

to which comes to curse,  

and always CRITICIZE 🧠 

and DISESTEEM.      

 

Must be believed to be SUPERIOR              

and very important  

when he doesn’t count that  

as a young man his father,  

the good Pepito, and his mother  

they left him so much              

(and long before death of both). 



 

 

 

 



That is to say, that it ends up being  

granted to the same granddaughter  

(in the second testament -in which 50%,  

half of it is taken from me) a great real estate 

 near the bridge of Torroella.  

 

 

 

 

 



In catalan paremiology it is said:   

"It is better to fall in grace         

that to be funny"           

 

By the way, half part was from the  

father and half part from the mother.  

Then this second testament or will  

was used to "coax" the mother  

to sign and leave her will in  

the name to the granddaughter,  

although, if you talk to my mother  

now she would tell you that: 

 

 

 



"I DON'T WANT IT SO 

AND I WANT TO GIVE  

MY PART TO MY SON" (normal),  

 

because the granddaughter 

HAS NOT HAPPENED  

NOT ONLY ONE NIGHT  

AT HOME WITH MY  

FATHER AND MOTHER  

-SHE'S FROM ANOTHER  

HOUSE, FROM SANTA CLARA  

(HOSTAL SANTA CLARA ESTARTIT). 

 



 

 



I've always been registered  

in the adresse where my father and mother  

have been and I've always lived with them,  

living day to day and under the same roof,            

can't be said it by any other person, neither  

brother nor any descendant of him. 

  

It is impossible to explain here what I have come  

to do for my parents. Those who really know me  

can tell you. 

 

 

 

 

 



Also the father, or grandfather,  

leaves to that granddaughter two floors where 

 his father lived in with the woman who  

drinks (and I think they cannot get rid of her) ..  

Now she is "encroach on" but who they want  

to evict is me, at least indirectly he has  

told my lawyer.,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



We keep counting ..., this last  

year has been closed a great  

hotel in Estartit and it ends up selling.  

  

A server who writes this and that  

all his live has been living with his  

parents (both at the hotel and  

at home later),  

I'm don't see any money. 

 

 

I don't want them either.  

They didn't promise to me  

(it should fall from  

my brother's side),  

and I respect him and  

I have not asked for anything  

I won't even ask them.  

  

 

 

 



People have to be honest and respectful  

(I dont dedicate myself like others  

to creating discomfort wanting  

something doesn't promised or  

what has been promised  

to someone else) 

 

 



 

But now that the hotel has been sold,  

now it turns out that  

they look at  

DEAL OUT  

(DISTRIBUTE)      

the PROMISE  

that father made or was done to me. 

 (Mora's dog appears). 

 



 



 

 

 



In red colour the hotel sold and 

in blue the "promise" to the son.  

  

Yes! distribute or deal up the farm  

so big on the Torroella bridge and  

the hotel money, this DOESN'T ENTER 

 IN THE DEAL UP.   

*Do you really think they talk about  

sharing or deal up ??  

  

*What is a DISTRIBUTION  

OR DEAL UP???                        

(Very clever idea are they or she)  

  



They also want a third part  

that my father promised me of a  

camping, although he already left  

them a third. The other third is  

from a cousin. 

 

 



 

They also have a field where  

there is part of an airfield,  

ultralight airplanes.         

The father will leave them. 



 

 

In the same way that 

they are distributed,  

THEN, WE CAN  

DEAL UP "EVERYTHING" !!!               

(NOT JUST  

THE MINE)           

  



Are they include the properties what  

will leave by mother and grandmother 

 from Santa Clara Hostal? ...  

  

   

will not include  

not even Santa Clara Hostel, 



 

not even the building  

at the church street, 

 



 

 

neither the building or real 

estate in Dr. Fleming's square. 

 

 

 



 

And garages,  in  

the pintor Mascort street, etc 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Isn't Mora's dog very smart?  

Or female dogs?  

And too malicious?  

 

And while a server has to live 

with a small unworthy pension,  

needs social services help, 

 

 

 

 



I have never received any money from the  

donation of 22,5% (being my property) despite  

having requested it the last 3 years by necessity.  

...and the grandsons good cars,  

travels and that they make  

a living with good jobs and  

also with what they earn  

with the hostal. 

AND DON'T STOP  

"BUTTER UP" TO  

GRANDFATHER.  

(very few days after burying  

to the neighbor, grandfather's son  

and father of grandchildren,  

they were in Sant Feliu de Boada  

in a well-known restaurant  

giving a great "banquet".              

The parents were two days  

with bellyache and diarrhea  

when come back to the  

geriatric residence -What a duel!).  

 

 



 

GOING TO BUTTER UP,  

LICK AND FLATTER HIM 

 

 

 

 



 

AND AFTER GOING TO  

"SQUEEZE OUT ME".  

   

Oh, and at the funeral, at Mass,                 

I was going to play on the organ  

"El cant dels ocells"      

("The song of the Birds", song  

popularized by cellist Pau Casals)  

in order to offer a dignified funeral  

to family neighbor, but                     

FROM THE SANTA CLARA  

THEY DIDN'T WANT TO,  

although the father  

(grandfather) was agreed.  

    

Let the VILLAGE know  

how  

they are  

and what they do.  

   



  

 

They will not silence us.  

  

  

    

WE WILL  

NOT SHUT UP,  

NEVER!!! 

Why shut up if I was born screaming 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 We will denounce it and we will not  

stop against this IMPUNITY  

even if it takes 20 years.  

  

Ah, it is quite bad taste to put  

portraits (photos) of the grandchildren  

while the portrait of the son along  

with the parents disappears, this in  

the geriatric residence.  

"Cheeks" are not lacking 

 

 

 



A Catalan proverb says:  

  

"THEY WILL COME OUT  

AND FROM YOUR HOUSE,...  

THEY WILL PICK YOU OUT". 

 



 

 

 



WHAT IS NOT ABUSE  

OR MISTRAIT PERHAPS ?: (???)❓❓    

  

 

-Be INDIFFERENT or PISSED OFF           

when one COMPLAINS          by something that  

ANNOYS A LOT for example loud noises?        

  

-When giving any opinion,                   

jump to CONTINUALLY CONTRADICT ?                    

   

 

-Not find that you never do anything right?     

 

 

-IMPOSE his opinion and will (without  

empathizing) WITHOUT LISTENING?            

  

-See only defects of one?          

   

 



-Secretly transform two shops into a big one  

for these noisy neighbors when  I'm a  

co-owner and I didn't want it that way, and  

also take out a fireplace in the corner next to  

of air conditioners with the risk of poisoning 

 or intoxication?                 

My God what bothersome!  

What a way to throw money away! 

-Not go out to defend me in two trials, one for  

insults and death threats and the other for theft  

of a large work of art (with value of 3000 euros)? 

 

 



 

-Breaking the promise to leave me by inheritance  

some commercial premises, housing and a part  

of a camping, and therefore not wanting the heir,  

 the only son of him inherits anything?  

  

  

-Cut the electricity in the house for his son, and  

❌       let the neighbors cut off your water? ❌       

  

  

-Half punching the portal to enter,  

appearing at home suddenly in the morning  

when I was still asleep without warning with his 

 granddaughter (or that niece) non-stop criticizing  

and who does she insult her uncle? 🤬 

  

  

 -Give them, neighbours, to occupy a warehouse 

 under the house, after having suffered the  

discomfort of the blind (for example noise at 6 am 



in the morning when opening it; or raise  

and lower it up to more than 15 times a day),  

I say let it occupy again, after what it took me  

15 years to get them out, and not respecting  

and acting against my part as co-owner?  

  

 

-Let your physical integrity threaten  

and go against me in court?  

(because of the warehouse)  

  

   

- leave the son's home without maintenance,  

when windows and blinds are broken,  

cracked floor and walls, no air conditioning  

arranged for the summer,       not wanting to cover  

the terrace that when it rains leaks appear in the 

 library and others spaces (he just wants to make  

a fudge of holes large to drain), do not fix  

moisture    years ago of the unfinished  

neighboring work and with broken tiles?  



  

 

 

-Deprive or forbid now the son  

of seeing his mother          

at the residence when both 

 are what they want,  

now that she is vaccinated and  

visits are finally allowed? 

 

 

 

 



BUT THE SIN OR INSANITY 

IS IT ONLY FROM ONE PERSON? 🤔 

  

"ALL OF IT WOULD HAVE ALREADY 

 FINISHED IF THE GRANDDAUGHTER  

HAD NOT FALLEN IN LOVE  

OF HIS UNCLE'S WILL OR TESTAMENT 🤑💰 

AND SHE WOULD HAVE REJECTED IT «  

 

And in this way she would have  

demonstrated her honest behavior,  

and by not doing so he has taught his  

 envy, greed, lack of ethics and morals.  

 

And by continuing to believe that it will end,  

she will discover that a new problem  

nothing else begins (instead of ending) to begin.  

Only soon will she or they start the road  

of the ambition not to be able to enjoy. 

 

 



 

NOTE:  

I still hope a "little bit of gratitude"  

for taking charge of walking and guiding my  

father to London, England, Wales, Belgium with 

 Brussels, Brugges and Antwerp, in Holland by Delf, 

 Rotterdam, Amsterdam. Throughout Denmark, 

 Norway (Oslo, Bergua and Fjords) and Sweden. 

 Poland with Crackòvia, Warsaw and much more,  

and the Baltic Republics (Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia), 

 Finland. Germany from end to end. Prague and  

Austria with Vienna, Salsburg and Innsbruck. In Milan  

and lakes in Como and Maggiore, Verona, Venice, 

 Florence, Pisa and the 5 lands. Tunisia in Africa.  

All France visit, Paris, Fointaineblau, Versailles or  

the castles from Loire, Carcassonne, Mont Saint 

 Michel, Strasbourg... a non-stop. And all of 

 Switzerland the same. And not only to walk, but as 

 a son always as I could help, both in hotel deals and 

 also hospitals  and doctors I will bring him and  

the mother.   

  



 

From outside, they told him that it was  

very bad or difficult to please, seeing how badly 

 he treated me, they told him that he should be  

grateful and that I had carried as an exemplary son.   

And that which is mentioned here  

it is only a tiny part.  

I could go on to explain more and more for 

 example that the father had a stroke and thanks to 

 I giving him the medication of the Sintron when  

he was lying on the ground he got to recover  

without any sequel, nor any loss of speech when  

at time to have it was almost without speak  

and with one side of the face paralyzed.  

We are not talking about a medication and an 

 evaluation of the mother who thanks today he  

keeps memory that the father did not want on his  

day and even now he despises. And also the trips  

and mother's trips for lymphoedema, both in  

emergencies such as hospitalizations and incalculable  

bandage treatments, massages, appliances electric, 

creams, arm sleeves ...etcetera, etcetera,...  



  

We ask you again  

now more informed:  

Don't you think it is very miserable the way  

this granddaughter behaves, her husband, her mother  

and all this environment reaching or coming to  

take advantage and try to usurp promised properties 

 and do business of that conflict situation, mistreated 

 and the death of her father ??? 

 

 



 

 



 

 What can we say to these "relatives"  

that make me "real estate  

or property bullying" ???   

Well, what Apel·les Mestres,  

the great poet, cartoonist and musician,  

wrote in an emblematic poetry:  

  

YOU WILL NOT PASS!  

(NO PASSAREU! in catalan,  

also called  

"the Song of the Invaded",  

It was a hymn for many  

republicans who fought against  

fascism in the civil war)  

  

Who wants to listen to the poem  

in the following link will find  

the song by Xavier Ribalta's  

Version, click here.   

To read the poem click here. 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



HOSTAL SANTA CLARA L'ESTARTIT  

  

LET LIVE IN PEACE  

  

STOP ABUSE   

 

Contact: pau.paz.paix.peace@gmail.com 

 

A last popular saying  

(Applicable or not like all others,  

judge for yourselves): 

 

 

mailto:pau.paz.paix.peace@gmail.com


 

 

 


